Forever Cash Real Estate Podcast 018
How to Build a Real Estate Investors Buyers List
Hosted by: Jack and Michelle Bosch
Intro:

Are you ready to transform your financial future? Here's your chance to see
inside the mindset of self-made millionaires, Jack and Michelle Bosch as they go
back the curtain on secrets that can make you rich. Discover how everyday
people are breaking the norms and building empires from the ground up using a
little low yet proven and time-tested wealth building real estate strategies. It's
my pleasure to welcome you to the ForeverCash.com podcast and introduce you
to our hosts, serial entrepreneurs, investors, educators and best-selling authors,
Jack and Michelle Bosch. Strap yourself in for the ride of your life.

Michelle:

Hello everyone! This is Michelle Bosch and...

Jack:

...Jack Bosch speaking here.

Michelle:

Welcome everyone!

Jack:

Welcome to our Forever Cash tax delinquent real estate investing podcast where
we talk about tax liens, tax deeds, but mainly about ways of how to go around
the tax liens and tax deed auctions and buy directly from the owner tax
delinquent properties that the owners no longer want. Usually, these are free
and clear land and houses and commercial properties and they are about to be
lost to the tax sale within the next weeks, months or even a year or two years.
And, we have figured out a way on how to get around the auctions, directly to
the owners and buy those properties for pennies on the dollar. So, in our first
five podcast sessions that you can see here in iTunes, we lay out all the basics of
all that, but today in episode number...

Michelle:

It's 18, yeah.

Jack:

...18... In episode number 18, we are going to talk about a little bit something
else. But, before I tell you what we'll talk about, I want to let you know that we

have a free gift for you. And, the gift is a free tax delinquent real estate investing
quickstart course that actually covers all the five real estate investing techniques
that we usually use that are responsible for our 3,000 deals or actually 3,200
going... Our next goal is obviously to hit 3,500, since the end of 2002.
So, in the last 13 years, we have done over 3,200 deals and all of them were
done in one or the other of these five techniques that we give you a free
quickstart course on when you go to www.ForeverCashFreedom.com. Again,
ForeverCashFreedom.com. Also, already ahead of time, I want to mention to you
that the podcast notes about this podcast will be located under
www.ForeverCash.com/Podcast. Again, www.ForeverCash.com/Podcast. There's
going to be the audio downloadable.
There's going to be tweetables that you can take and tweet out there to the
world about the podcast if you like it. There’s going to be a transcript as PDF or a
transcript of the podcast. There's going to be the links, all the links that we
mentioned throughout this podcast right now. You can actually look them up
right there.
Michelle:

I also think that they can rate us there. But, if they can for sure rate us on iTunes
when you are done listening to this podcast, if you could give us a review, that
would be great. We’d love to hear it. Rate us one star if you don’t like us, five
stars if you like us.

Jack:

Of course, preferably five stars.

Michelle:

Five stars is preferred. Absolutely!

Jack:

Right! And yes, you can do that on iTunes. There's a link there you can click on
where you can rate us. Reviews, I think, are only passed through directly on the
iTunes software, but I might be wrong there, but you can definitely rate us with
one to five stars.

Michelle:

And, one more thing is that if anything that Jack or I say during this podcast
triggers any questions on your end, we would love to start interacting with all of

you. So, if you could go to our Facebook Forever Cash page and post your
questions, we'll more than likely go ahead and answer your questions in ongoing
future podcasts.
Jack:

Absolutely! And, we might even answer before that podcast coming up by just
going and directly answering through Facebook. And, that page again is
Facebook.com/ForeverCashLife. Because at the end of the day, it's about living a
life filled with multiple sources of "Forever Cash."

Michelle:

Yeah.

Jack:

All right. So, Michelle, what are we going to talk about today?

Michelle:

So, today, I know we've talked about how to acquire the properties and all the
different angles to go about finding a tax delinquent real estate. So, today, I
thought we'd do something a little bit different and we talked about... Okay, so
we have the property already, and so, how do we start selling and marketing this
property? So, I would like to talk about the principles behind building a buyers
list.

Jack:

All right, a buyers list. I love that concept. Wait! Thank you for selecting that for
today’s podcast.

Michelle:

So, first of all, I think we should start by basically explaining what is a buyers list?

Jack:

Yes, absolutely. Okay. So, may I take that part?

Michelle:

Sure, please.

Jack:

Absolutely. I can talk day and night about buyers list. I absolutely love it. Well, in
short words, a buyers list is what the word says. It's a list of buyers. Ha! Now, we
got it. It’s not just a list of buyers. It's a list of people who are interested in
buying. Because technically, per definition, a buyers list would just be the people
who already bought and if you're a starting buyer or if you're a starting investor,

you might not have anything that you have sold already, so therefore, you
wouldn’t have a buyers list.
So, a buyers list is not a list of people who have bought from you. It's a list of
people who potentially will buy from you, and once you are down the road and
have done a few deals, it includes the people who actually have bought from you
too. So, first of all, very simply, that’s a buyers list. Now, a buyers list is...
Typically, what you have from these buyers is you have a name, you have a way
to contact them, be it an e-mail or a telephone number.
And, if you have detailed information about them, that’s kind of the minimum
you need to have as part of that buyers list or for each record in that buyers list.
But then, if you really have or a little bit more advanced, you might even have
some information about what exactly they are looking for or what is it that they
want to buy because...
Michelle:

Areas of the country, size of properties.

Jack:

Exactly! Areas of the property, areas of the country, size of properties. Are we
looking for pieces of land? Are we looking for commercial? Are we looking for
three bedrooms, two baths under $200,000? Are we looking for properties
between $200,000 and $400,000? For luxury properties, basically they will tell
you what it is, and then you can categorize the people in subcategories, in subbuyers list within your buyers list.

Michelle:

Okay. So, what do you need at...? Let’s start at the beginning. What do you need
to do in order to build a buyers list?

Jack:

All right. In order to have a buyers list, I mean, buyers list have really been
around forever. Because, think about it, if you go to your local pizza parlor and
they have like the fish bowl, the glass fish bowl there where once a week they
raffle up a free pizza to everyone that puts in their business card, at the end of
the day, what they are building up there is a buyers list. They are building up a
list of potential buyers and existing buyers because chances are, you actually

have bought from them if you are going there and leave your business card at
the counter which is right next to the cashier.
But, the bottom line is they're building up a list of people that they can reach out
to when they have a special or when they have something or a specific
promotion or so and can invite to come back in. And, that’s really what the
buyers list is. A buyers list is people that you can contact when you have
something special to offer.
Michelle:

And, if they are a resourceful pizza owner, they would probably send out a
promo e-mail around 4:00 or 4:15, right before dinner saying, “On your way to
work, we have a large pizza with three toppings for only so and so. It includes
cold drinks. It includes this. It includes that. And so, you would use that buyers
list, either phone number or in this case email, to go ahead and send out
promos, I guess, like Jack just suggested.

Jack:

Exactly, right. By the way, we are a husband and wife team so if we goof around
or if we jab at each other, it wouldn’t be expected any different, right? So now,
what do you need to build a buyers list? So now that we know what a buyers list
is... It's a list of people that potentially will buy from you and some of them have
already bought from you and perhaps will buy again. We need to figure out what
do we need to build this and what do we later on need to actually communicate
with them.
But, first of all, let’s talk about what to build and what we need to build it. Well,
first of all, we need a mechanism to capture the buyers' names and contact
information. And, that mechanism in the offline world is the fish bowl. In the
offline world, for example, in the real estate agent world, it's the guest spoke at
an open house.

Michelle:

Uh-huh.

Jack:

In the... I don’t know. In the...

Michelle:

Or, for example, I go to a lot of ladies or women networking groups, and the way
of doing it is you put in again your business card and you enter a drawing and at
the end of the event, they are going to raffle off something. But, at the end of
the day, what they are doing is they have my contact information, they have my
phone number and they have my email.

Jack:

Exactly! And, what they offered as a drawing was the bribe.

Michelle:

Yeah.

Jack:

It was an ethical bribe that has been called to lure to get people's information or
to make them be willing to give that information to you. Now, the open house is
very simple. The lure is to go see the inside of that house and that’s why you are
willing to actually open your... Well, you'll grab a pen and put in your
information, or if you have a card, leave the card with the realtor behind. Now,
that’s the offline world. In the online world, it happens to something that’s called
an opt-in page.
Some people also refer to it as a squeeze page because basically in order to get
through there, the person that has the opt-in page will squeeze out of you your
name and e-mail address. So, it's sometimes is called the squeeze page. Well,
let’s call it an opt-in page. So, you’ve probably seen them around. Even the
president of the United States has one especially when they run for president.
When you went to Obama/Biden 2008 or even 2014, what you saw was or is it...
Was it 2014?

Michelle:

I’m not sure.

Jack:

Well, 2012.

Michelle:

Uh, yeah.

Jack:

I‘m sorry about that. So...

Michelle:

We have our political facts down.

Jack:

We have our political facts down. So, if you went to Obama/Biden 2008 or 2012,
at least we are smart enough to catch my era here so... And, you would have
found a blue website with one field on it and that one field allows you to put in
your name and e-mail address. And then, there is no way to find out anything on
that website. You first have to squeeze in. You first have to opt-in even on the
perspective or in that race in 2012 even at the sitting president’s website. It’s
pretty interesting how this works.
Now, the online world is full of them. You see them all over the place and there
are really three different versions of them. There’s the one where you cannot do
anything but leave your name and e-mail address or leave. Another one is where
you have like a restricted vision into what is being offered. Let’s say you can see
some rough details, but if you want to see all the details, you have to give your
name and e-mail address. And, the third one is where you can navigate
everywhere and if you see enough value around, or like at the women’s meeting,
if they raffle something off, then you are willing to perhaps give your name and
e-mail address in order to participate in the chance of winning something.

Michelle:

Yeah.

Jack:

And, that really brings us down to the point of what you need. You basically need
an opt-in page, and then you also need something to offer to the person coming
to your website. You obviously need a website for an opt-in page obviously. An
opt-in page is the website. And, secondly, you need a bribe. You need to offer
something.
Now, if you offer... In real estate, it’s very, very simple. If you have a smoking
deal, then that smoking deal already is enough of a bribe or is enough of a lure
for people to give you their name and e-mail address. Because basically, you just
simply tell them, "Hey, come over here. I got a property in this and this
neighborhood at $50,000 below value. Go check it out." And, they want to see it,
and the only way they can see it is by first giving you their name and e-mail
address.

Michelle:

Or, join my VIP list, and you'll be one of the first ones to be notified of new deals
in such and such area.

Jack:

Absolutely. That works too that you do that. It’s a little and not as strong as like
the individual property.

Michelle:

Absolutely.

Jack:

But, the VIP list works particularly well if you don’t have any properties yet. So
basically, what I want to say about that is you don’t have to wait until you have a
deal to build up your buyers list. You can set up your website today, put a
squeeze page up there, and then basically say, "Hey, on every deal that you buy
from me, you get five, or on the first deal you buy from me, you get $500 off.
And, get on my VIP list to be notified as soon as we have new properties
available."

Michelle:

Uh-huh.

Jack:

And then, you just say on your website everything is sold out even if you haven’t
really sold anything yet which is basically a little trick around there.

Michelle:

Okay.

Jack:

So...

Michelle:

So now, we have a website. We have our opt-in page. We have our reward or
bribe or their incentive for opting into our website and now what?

Jack:

And, now what? Well, we also need a place where we can capture those names.

Michelle:

Okay.

Jack:

So basically, when they come to your website to give you their name and e-mail
address, when they first entered, it needs to be saved somewhere. Now, there
are tools out there like AWeber.com, like Constant Contact, like iContact, like...

You name it. There are lots of these services out there. I just mentioned three of
them. And again, you will find them listed in the podcast notes too under the
ForeverCash.com/Podcast, but they’re listed there.
But, in the meantime, you need something to set up like that. And, in any kind of
technology person, a website like Fiverr.com or so can set that up for you for like
$5 bucks once you have your website set up. So, the next part is then...
Michelle:

How do you find the buyers? And for example, I know you can list your
properties on free sites because we've done that in the past. We’ve also listed
our properties on paid sites, for example, especially the land deals. We have web
pages such as LandWatch and LANDFLIP. Well, we actually pay for a listing of a
property, and then have a link that brings them on to an opt-in page, and then
into our website where they can see a whole repertoire of properties or
inventory in the areas in which they are interested in buying.

Jack:

Absolutely! And then, with that, you’ve pretty much answered the question
already. There's all the different ways. We like to list our properties on Craigslist,
for example. And then, what we do on Craigslist is we put our phone number, or
we put a link, even though Craigslist doesn’t really allow links. As far as I
understand the latest things, they still don’t allow links. You can still write out
the link if it’s a simple link. Like, for example, on our website, it's SunnyLand.com
So, you can still put a logo unto you website with a clearly identifiable name of
your website. And, people are going to write it down, go over to your website, go
over to a web browser and type it in. That’s one way they can get over there.
And, of course, you don’t bring them to your website. You bring them to your
opt-in page so that you can capture their names.
So then, you can do that. You can put your phone number. And then, when
people call you, you can ask about their name. You can ask them for their e-mail
address so you can send them some details about the property and you can ask
them obviously for their phone number which you pretty much have from the
caller ID.

You can do this or you can do Pay-Per-Click for it and it gets quite complicated. It
can get pretty sophisticated and complicated in terms of advertising so I’m not
going to talk much about that. But, as Michelle mentioned, eBay Classified Ads
are very, very cool in the real estate area. They are not cheap. They cost $150 for
30 days and $350 for 90 days, but they are well worth it because...
Michelle:

You can have a link, I think, there.

Jack:

Yeah, yeah. You can have a links in there. You can even embed your own opt-in
page in that actual listing, and that listing is being shown alongside with all the
other pieces of real estate on eBay, and eBay is one of the largest real estate
sites in the world. So, therefore, that totally works too and is a great source of
leads or for inexpensive and high-quality leads.

Michelle:

Uh-huh. Anything about Pay-Per-Click that you want to talk about?

Jack:

I mean, I can. We like doing Pay-Per-Click over to our website, SunnyLand.com.
What we do is we actually don’t send them to the regular page. We send them
to a soft page of the page where they get a subset of properties.
So, for example, if we advertise real estate land for sale in Arizona, we bring
them to an Arizona specific part of our website and we’re using as an opt-in
page, that kind of middle level opt-in page, where basically they can see the
property or some of the property details. But, if they want to see all the property
details, they can only do that if they go and give us their name and e-mail
address.

Michelle:

Uh-huh.

Jack:

After they give us their name and e-mail address and press enter, it will then
bring them to that particular property, and then they can move around freely
afterwards. So, they can move around somewhat on the website, but they
cannot see the exact details of the property without giving us their information.

Michelle:

Uh-huh. Now, I would like to talk about a little bit on how you communicate with
your buyers list. Because, if your buyers list... If you are not in constant
communication providing some sort of value to this list, the list kind of like dies
off.

Jack:

They forget you.

Michelle:

They forget you. They don’t open your e-mails. And so, there is a protocol on
communicating, what you communicate, how you communicate and how often
you communicate. So, do want to talk about that?

Jack:

Sure, I would love to. Well, there’s obviously... I’m sure there are multiple
different ways to skin that cat like there is in everything, but our way has worked
very well for us. And, the way that we do it is the moment somebody comes in to
us into our buyers list, we are sending them one e-mail a day for the next 10
days.
So, over the next 10 days, they’re receiving a sequence of e-mails that is prewritten, pre-done, and that sequence of e-mail is actually not designed to make
them buy a property. It is instead designed to actually make them trust us.
Because think about it, you're having a website where you're selling real estate
on. I mean, who in their right mind is going to buy from you before they...? I
mean, it’s like people trust buying from Amazon so much because Amazon has a
proven track record of like 20 years or something like that of being really
customer-friendly and customer service friendly...

Michelle:

And, reliable.

Jack:

...And reliable, and they ship overnight and so on and so forth. I mean, how
many people would buy from a real estate website the first time they see it?
Well, only crazy people probably. But, the thing is they will buy once they trust
you.

Michelle:

Yeah. So, you need to build that confidence through these series of e-mails so
that eventually a person buys from someone that they know and trust.

Eventually, they’ll pick up the phone. They will ask you questions about a
particular property. In general, you’ll have a nice conversation.
You can ask them more questions while you have them on the phone as to what
specific properties they’re looking - the areas, the sizes, their sweet spot in terms
of price and so on and so forth. And so, that’s all information that you then use
to categorize that person for future communication.
Jack:

Absolutely! But the first step is making them or helping them trust you. And, the
way we help them to trust you is by sending them 10 different prewritten emails, each of which brings them back to SunnyLand.com or to our website, and
bring them back for them to look at our website and to a different part of our
website.
One of them brings them back to the terms and conditions. One of them brings
them back to large acreage, once to small acreage, once to perhaps the ease of
how... We explain the ease of how to do business with us. One highlights the
telephone number and tells them that they can call us, and so on and so forth.
And, it’s all designed for two reasons. Reason number one: for them to trust us
and the main reason really is for them to just simply not to forget us

Michelle:

Uh-huh.

Jack:

Because if somebody is on the search for a piece of real estate, they're just not
going to be on one website. They are going to be looking for 10, 15 different
websites, and by the time they are through with number 15, they forgot number
1. Well, we don’t want that to happen. We want to make sure that they
remember us. And then, afterwards, we'll transition to an e-mail every two to
three days, and then we just do that for a week or two weeks, and then after
about 20 days or so approximately, we are then adding them to our general list
of buyers or of potential buyers. And then, they'll only get an e-mail from us
when we have a promotion going on...

Michelle:

Uh-huh.

Jack:

...When we have a new deal coming up, when we have a price change in a deal
coming up, when we have a special, like a Fourth of July special, a Cinco de Mayo
special...

Michelle:

Yeah.

Jack:

...A Thanksgiving special, a Christmas special, whatever it is that kind of specials
that we run. And, we run a special at least once a month on the different
properties that we sell, because again, our bread and butter is still the land. And,
in order to flip 20, 30 pieces of land, you got to run a few promotions and have a
nice buyers list.

Michelle:

Yeah. And, for flipping houses, how...? I mean, should people follow the same
steps or are there other ways to tap into other people’s buyers list?

Jack:

Well, for flipping houses, in order to build your own buyers list, it’s the exact
same process. The absolute is the exact same process. There is an option where
if you co-wholesale a property with somebody else, then you’re also tapping into
their buyers list, because chances are, they already have done exactly what I just
talked about.
They might already have a buyers list of 500, 1000 perhaps. A friend of mine has
40,000 people on his buyers list. So, when you have a deal or when I have a deal,
and it’s perhaps a little skinnier deal and nobody in my buyer’s list wants to buy
it... Particularly, if it’s in a house area, in an area where my buyers list is perhaps
not very strong, I can reach out to him and we co-wholesale it. Meaning, we’re
splitting the deal or splitting the profit in the deal, but usually has it sold in one
day because he has a buyers list that's 40,000 people strong.
And, of course, some of the people that are going to go and look at the property
are also going to come and inquire about it, and then find us and perhaps also
opt-in with us. So, there's going to be a little of a spillover effect from the cowholesaler about the property. And then, that’s really it. And now, the main part
is, people will still forget you even after this if you don’t communicate with them

regularly. So, even if you're a person that just does a deal every four, five months
or so, make sure that you stay in touch with your buyers list because...
Michelle:

And, provide something of value or something about, "Did you know that such
and such a market is booming and these are the benefits of investing in this area
or so?" Basically, you have always a reason to communicate that could be of
value to your buyer.

Jack:

Even if it’s just once a month, you couldn’t have said it better, exactly. And,
that’s really how you deal. Those are really the principles of building a buyers list.
Build them up. Capture every lead. There should be no lead placed left behind.
Every person that calls you on the phone by e-mail or online needs to know
about the property, needs to be captured, needs to be added to that list. And
then, make sure you foster them, you communicate with them, you treat them
well, you give them value, and even if you have no deals, communicate with
them on a regular basis, even if it’s just once or twice a month, and letting them
know about different changes in the market or anything of interest that you find.
You don’t have to even write it yourself. If you can send them an interesting
article that you read somewhere and say like, "Hey, I just found this in the news.
You might like this," it continues to build up your position as an expert in the
market and build continuous building trust so that when you have a deal and the
deal is being sent out, you have an active audience that actually will open your emails, look at the deal and boom! Jump on the deal and buy it.

Michelle:

Okay. So then, with that, I think it is a wrap. And, if you are interested in much
more detailed information on how to create a buyer’s list, I would actually like to
invite you to our August event here in Phoenix. It’s August 21st through the
23rd. We’re actually going to be talking on everything that's tax delinquent real
estate investing related and it’s a no hype seminar. It’s Jack teaching all three
days of pure content.

Jack:

And, since it’s in Phoenix, I might have a chance to get Michelle on stage too.

Michelle:

Yeah, absolutely! I’m looking forward to that. I have done in the past, but it’s
usually more the operational side of teaching, and if this is a little bit of more of
like an intro to people, I think Jack is probably your guy.

Jack:

And see, I’m going to do most of it, but I’ll probably have Michelle speaking on
stage on some sessions too. And yes, it’s in Phoenix, Arizona on August 21st to
the 23rd, 2015. And, because you’re listening to my podcast, you actually get a
discounted ticket. So, you can go to www.ForeverCash.com/PodcastLiveTickets.
Let me say that again. Again, it's www.ForeverCash.com/PodcastLiveTickets.
And, when you go to www.ForeverCash.com/PodcastLiveTickets, you actually get
a substantially discounted ticket to my live event in Phoenix, Arizona three days
all meat.
We’re talking about land flipping, house flipping, how to find the most motivated
of all motivated sellers and how to find deals that you can buy for $300. Right
now, we just got a testimonial from one of our students. She got a piece of
property worth $125,000 that she paid $3,000 frankly on no mortgage, $3000 for
it, and she already has a cash offer on the table for $90,000. She’s probably
renegotiating that to $95,000 so that she nets $90,000.
But, how would you like to spend $3,000 on a deal, and then make a profit of
$90,000? She might be there at the event. If she is, I will definitely highlight her
and make sure everyone gets to meet her. We have lots of successful students at
our event that you can mingle with. We have a VIP session. We have all kinds of
different things.
So again, if you go to www.ForeverCash.com/PodcastLiveTickets, you can get a
steeply discounted ticket for the event. Again, like last time, all of these links that
I mentioned, the meeting notes, and the links to everything I mentioned is
available on the podcast notes which is on ForeverCash.com/Podcast. With that,
I believe it’s a wrap.

Michelle:

It is a wrap. Give us a review. Tell us if you like this. We will love to hear.

Jack:

All right. Thank you very much. Buh-bye.

Michelle:

Bye.

Outro:

Thanks for listening to the Forever Cash Freedom Podcast. Subscribe now for
future content-packed episodes on how to push the ejector seat on your
financial hamster wheel and discover our radical way to freedom and wealth
through cutting-edge real estate investing strategies. To learn more about living
the "Forever Cash" lifestyle, investing smartly and becoming financially free, visit
www.ForeverCashFreedom.com to claim your free "Forever Cash" Starter Kit
today!

